What’s Bugging You First Friday 7/2/2021
Recording: [https://youtu.be/doqExZhxOoQ](https://youtu.be/doqExZhxOoQ)

Finding and eliminating mosquitoes in your yard

Links to City of New Orleans Mosquito, Termite and Rodent Control Board social media:
- Twitter: @nolamosquito
- Instagram: @nolamosquito
- Facebook: @nolamosquito

Questions:
Q: It seems mosquitoes lurk in shrubbery and when a person walks by, they come out even though there isn’t water there per se. Why is that?
A: Shrubs and dense vegetation provide an excellent hiding place for mosquitoes. It is fine to have beautiful gardens but try to thin it out a bit for better airflow and less hiding places. When it thick, moisture can often remain on the leaves and the temperature is also cooler.

Hand-picking Japanese beetles from plants

Links
- Managing grubs in your lawn (including Japanese beetle grubs): [https://ecommons.cornell.edu/handle/1813/43856](https://ecommons.cornell.edu/handle/1813/43856)
- Managing grubs in your lawn (including Japanese beetle grubs) using biocontrol nematodes: [https://ecommons.cornell.edu/handle/1813/69613](https://ecommons.cornell.edu/handle/1813/69613)

[www.nysipm.cornell.edu](http://www.nysipm.cornell.edu)